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Answer ALL questions. 

Write your answers in the spaces provided. 

You must write down all the stages in your working. 

1 (a) Simplify n' x n 

*************************"***************** 

(1) 

(6) Simplify c'd 

Col 

(2) 

(c)Solve 
2 

************************ 

(2) 

(Total for Question 1 is 5 marks) 



2 Andy cycles a distance of 30 km at an average speed of 24 km/h. 

He then runs a distancc of 12 km at an average speed of 8 km/h. 

Work out the total time Andy takes. 

Give your answer in hours and minutes. 

30 24 : 1-2S 
2 S 

1-2S+1S 2.45hr 

hr 45 

4S hours minutes 
******* 

******** *************** 

(Total for Question 2 is 3 marks) 

3 A number, m, is rounded to 1 decimal place. 

The result is 9.4 

Complete the error interval for m. 

35Sm< ******d 9.S ******************** 
********************************** 

(Total for Question3 is 2 marks) 



4 Maisie knows that she needs 3 kg of grass seed to make a rectangular lawn 5m by 9m. 

Grass seed is sold in 2 kg boxes. 

Maisic wants to make a rectangular lawn 10m by 14m. 
She has 5 boxes of grass seed. 

(a) Has Maisie got enough grass seed to make a lawn 10m by 14m? 
You must show all your working. 

59 :le5 
5 : 157hg 

On el40n 
O15 1 g naded 

5 (o 15 k 
Malsie does have enouh 

4) 

Maisie opens the 5 boxes of grass seed. 

She finds that 4 of the boxes contain 2 kg of grass seed. 
The other box contains 1 kg of grass seed. 

(b) Does this affect whether Maisie has enough grass seed to make her lawn? 
Give a reason for your answer 

Yes now J bt_need k4 
aosiedoee ndheLve eouh 

A 
******************************************* .aassnons*ssenrnere*****************************************************r ************************ 

Sa ************************"************************************************************* 

(1) 

(Total for Question 4 is 5 marks) 



5 Amanda has two fair 3-sided spinners. 

(2\ 

Spinner A Spinner B 

Amanda spins each spinner once. 

(a) Complete the probability tree diagram. 

Spinner B 
Spinner A 

lands on 2 

lands on 2 

does not land 
*********************| 

on 2 

lands on 2 
******************* 

** 

does not land 

on 2 

does not land 
** * ** 

* 

on 2 

(2) 

(b) Work out the probability that Spinner A lands on 2 and Spinner B does not land on 2 

**** 
** **************** 

(2) 

(Total for Question 5 is 4 marks) 



|5x 9y -46 

10-8-6| 4 

y=-2x 

(a) Use these graphs to solve the simultaneous equations 

5x -9y=-46 
y=-2x 

2 
X. ************************ 

yF. 

(1) 



10 

2- 4x +2 

(b) Use this graph to find estimates for the solutions of the quadratic equation *-4x +2 0 

0.6, 3. 
************** 

(2) 

(Total for Question 6 is 3 marks) 



7 There is a total of 45 boys and girls in a choir. 

The mean age of the 18 boys is 16.2 years. 
The mean age of the 27 girls is 16.7 years. 

Calculate the mean age of all 45 boys and girls. 

x6.2 + 24xl6.+ 

S 

6.5 yeass 

6.S ****-*********************************** ycarsS 

(Total for Question 7 is 3 marks) 



8 There are some counters in a bag. 
The countcrs are bluc or green or red or yellow. 
The table show the probabilities that a counter taken at random from the bag will be blue or will be green. 

Colour blue yellow green red 

Probability 0.32 0.20 |5 
The probability that a counter taken at random from the bag will be red is five times the 
probability that the counter will be yellow. 
There are 300 counters in the bag. 
Work out the number of yellow counters in the bag. 

o.37 o.20 t x z 

O.S2 + 6x | 
6 o. 8 

O.o8 

3 00 x0. O8 yolor cOurters 

-*********************-************* 

(Total for Question 8 is 3 marks) 



9 The diagram shows a prism. 

12 cm| 

20 cm 
10cm 

The cross section of the prism has exactly one line of symmetry. 
Work out the volume of the prismn. 
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures. 

h5a ko 
O 

(0 2+ 10 5a o 

Ara 20 ([1o +50 Ga (to)) Ae 
Ut = 24004 Iooo tn (to) 

3 
V 324O cm 

3 24O 
cm 

(Total for Question 9 is 5 marks) 
1n 



10 A person's hcart beats approximatcly 10 times cach day. 
A person lives for approximatcly 81 ycars. 

(a) Work out an estimate for the number of times a person's heart beats in their lifetime. 

Give your answer in standard fom correct to 2 significant figures. 

3.o xl0 

********a***************** ******************* 

(2) 

2x 102 red blood cells have a total mass of 90 grams. 

(b) Work out the average mass ofl red blood cell. 
Give your answer in standard form. 

q0(do")= 

.5xl0 

4510 
*** ************************************ .grams 

(2) 

(Total for Question 10 is 4 marks) 



11 Thc diagram shows a triangle P on a grid. 

VA 

-6 

-4 

Triangle P is rotated 180° about (0, 0) to give triangle Q. 

Triangle Q is translated by to to give triangle R. 

(a) Describe fully the single transformation that maps triangle P onto triangle R. 

Roka dbeut(2.S- 80 
**** 

--.*.-a********************************************************************************* 

(3) 

Under the transformation that maps triangle P onto triangle R, the point A is invariant. 

b) Write down the coordinates of point A. 

2.S 

(1) 

(Total for Question 11 is 4 marks) 

1 



12 (a) Expess as a single fraction in its simplest form. 

(x-4) + 2« (+2) 
(xt)x-4+) 

+2* -

3 
(+)(x-4) 

3 
(x+(x-) 

***********************************************-*** 

(3) 

b) Expand and simplify (x-3)(2x +3) 4x + 5) 

(x-3)(2x \(4 »*+S) » 

(-3)(?z+22 x+15) = 
x-5tx - L5 

* * ************************************************** 

(3) 

(Total for Question 12 is 6 marks)_ 



13 (a) On the grid show, by shading, the region that satisfies all these incqualities. 

x0 2 yx+3 2r+3y 6 8 
32 2 +6 

- « +2 Label the region R. 

32i O| 

(4) 



b) The diagram below shows the region S that satisfies the inequalities

y 4x x+y 6 

8 

4 8 2 

Geoffrey says that the point with coordinates (2, 4) does not satisfy all the inequalities 
because it does not lie in the shaded region. 

Is Geoffrey correct? 
You must give a reason for your answer. 

_He no6 COrrect *** 

*************************************************************

( 4. es On e bounda e 
s * ******** 

*************** 
************************ 

shaded regin,_ard since Aiscs0n. **************** 

ealby, e ealdon Sakift ed (1) 

(Totalfor Question 13 is 5 marks) 

***************** 



14 

A B C 

40 
L100 

E 

Points B, D, E and F lie on a circle. 
ABC is the tangent to the circle at B. 

Find the size of angle ABD. 
You must give a reason for each stage of your working 

BDE qo°. 
FDE= 5o 

DFE 3o° 

BFE 1O 
BFD @ 6o 
08P> 20° 

ARD 80-go 

(Total for Question 14 is 4 marks) 



1 
15 Prove algebraically that 0.73 can be written as 

15 

0. 

Ox = 7.3 

O0 73. 3 

O0 - l0z: +3.3 - 7. ? 

66 

Hence O.t 5 

(Total for Question 15 is 2 marks) 



16 Here is a speed-time graph for a car. 

8 16 

14 

12 

10 
Speed 
(m/s) 8 

30 60 90 120 150 

Time () 

(a) Work out an estimate for the distance the car travelled in the first 30 seconds. 

eroxde graph as suazhe ine So 

ave riangle 
e= 3o 

hepht= 

*********************************************** ** 

(2) 

(b) Is your answer to part (a) an underestimate or an overestimate of the actual distance

the car travelled in the first 30 seconds? 

Give a reason for your answer. 

* ************************************"************************* ** ****************** * ************************* * 
******************* ****** 

Unlerestiele he neAse AAoxinete ********************************************* 

************************ 

e graph uunderGe graph **********-************************** 

(1) 



Julian used the graph to answer this question. 

Work out an estimate for the acccleration of the car at time 60 scconds. 

Here is Julian's working. 
accclcration = speed + time 

= 13 60 

=0.216 m/s 

Julian's method does not give a good estimate of the acceleration at timec 60 seconds. 

(c) Explain why. 

***********************************************-******************************************************************************** ****************************************************************** 

Accelernkion 
graph a Gst_ OnkSObe mus6_dra 

argené and use 

e_gradiesk O Ue o***********************************" *** ***************.*******************************************

(1) 

(Total for Question 16 is 4 marks) 



17 The histogram givcs information about the distances 80 compctitors jumped in a long 

jump compctition. 

120 

100 

80 

Frequency 
density 60 

40 

20 

6.4 6.8 7.2 7.6 8.0 8.4 

Distance (m) 

Calculate an estimate for the mean distance. 

mid fxmid 

6.354. + 
Class d 
64-1-2 (0 

7-2-16 5O | 420 48 
312 3-6-.0(00 O2.9 3/2 

9. t -2 
8.0-32KO 

Totas 
S6 

6(0.680 =4-645 
+645 

**************************************** 

(Total for Question 17 is 4 marks)



18 The diagram shows a cube. 

A B 

D 
C 

--G 

AH 11.3 cm correct to the nearest mm. 

Calculate the lower bound for the length of an edge of the cube. 
You must show all your working. 

3x 241 Ba 

3x226.56 25 

6. 4? 5 

.4S 
Cn **************************** 

(Total for Question 18 is 4 marks) 



19 
H 

B 

J G 

)D 

K E F 

ABCDEF is a regular hexagon with sides of length x. 

This hexagon is enlarged, centre F, by scale factor p to give hexagon FGHIJK. 

Show that the area of the shaded region in the diagram is given by VS (p-1)x* 

Regular hextgo is 6 endaterrd rca-qles 
wi stde leg 

Area hab sin C = isn 6o 

For 

Saded 6x ( x) 

3 

(Total for Question 19 is 4 marks) 



20 Here is a list of five numbers. 

9853 9864 9873 9888 98 

Find the lowest common multiple of these fivc numbers. 

**de*di"*sddde*****'""*****sst"***dotsse*****" 

(Total for Question 20 is 1 mark) 

& 



21 Sc td=c+ 4d 

(a) Find the ratio c:d 

Sctd ctud 

4e 3d. 

Cd 3:4 

3 
**** **********************.*oo*-r*woerro 

(2) 

6r- 7ay +20y where x>0 and y>>0 
(b) Find the ratio x :y 

20 o 
6 
(2x-5+)( 

3x tuy) = o 

2x-5yo 
K, 

be 20, So 
ne valndX 

S2 
***********"****"********"*** 

(3) 

(Total for Question 21 is 5 marks) 

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS 80 MARKS 
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